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Abstract 
Lehigh University has made a strong commitment to 
developing the technology in manufacturing systems by 
expanding and upgrading its laboratory facilities for 
computer applications in manufacturing. One of the .main 
facilities for research and education in this field is 
the Manufacturing Technoloav Laboratory, The lab is an 
extension of the former Manufacturi&KsT^-frocesses Lab, 
which was primarily equipped for research in conventional 
machining processes. The new lab will extend its scope 
to include facilities for study in the areas of 
stand-alone automation and manufacturing systems. 
The design and development of the Manufacturing 
Technology Lab involves a malor effort to assess the 
current state-of-the-art equipment and the trends of 
manufacturing technology in the future. It is theintent 
of this project to provide an advanced facility with up 
to date equipment for research in the many facets of 
computer integrated manufacturing. 
Facilities  in the lab include conventional machine 
tools,  a few stand-alone " automated machines,  and a 
Flexible Machining System.  Tt is recommended that the 
FMS include three CNC workstations, a cvc    CMM,. and an 
AS/RS linked together by two integrated material handling 
systems  C  Cartrac and AGVS  ).  The entire system is 
1. ■■"•.•■"' ' 
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centrally controlled by a distributed computer control 
structure. Specifications for the components in the FMS 
are written, including spec's for control hardware and 
software, material handling systems and controls, and 
machine tools, SMM, robot and local controls. 
The design of the MTL will expand and evolve as 
equipment is installed. The FMS equipment will be 
implemented in a phased scheme. * The control structure 
should be implemented starting from the local process 
controllers, to tlje subsystem controllers, and finally to 
the system supervisory controller for master system 
control. To achieve this, planning of the FMS requires 
that particular attention be paid to interfacing controls 
and equipment. 
The A5VS extends to the Robotics Lab for future 
expansion into automated assembly. The system is also 
linked to the CIM Lab for desion, programming and control 
support ' and integration. These, links provide the 
Industrial Engineering DeDartment- with the -.tools 
necessary to develop its own "Factory of the Future. 
i.... 
1. Introduction- 
The Industrial Engineering Department at Lehigh 
University has maHe a strong commitment to upgrade its 
facilities to reflect -thecurrent state-of-the-art in 
manufacturing:. This effort Is required to remain a 
leading institution for education and research in 
manufacturings technology. The present facility for 
manufacturing research, the Manufacturing Processes Lab , 
will be enhanced to provide an advanced environment for 
■*•      
study in the atfeas>of conventional processes, automation, 
and manufacturing systems. The new lab will be named the 
Manufacturing Technology Laboratory CMTL) to reflects this 
commitment to addressing state-ofrthe-art technology. 
The new MTL will be a primary facility in the IF 
department, and 'will provide an excellent environment for 
education and research in the fast-changing field of 
manufacturing. The integration of this lab with other 
laboratory facilities affiliated with the department 
(such as the C'omputer-Integrated-Mahufacturing Lab (CIM), 
Robotics Lab, and Microprocessor Applications Development 
TMAD) Lab) will: provide Lehigh with the tools necessary 
to develop and demonstrate its .own " Factory, of the 
Future .".'•'' 
The manufacturing industry encompasses a wide 
spectrum of activities for the productionbf~gopds.   It 
'.•,!-■ 
Is- not possible, nor Is It the intention of the 
labbratory director., to address all facets of the 
Industry, Instead, technoloales -addressed In the MTL 
will' focus on the production of discrete manufactured 
of metal 
l
components, and In particular, the machining 
parts.  The machining Industry has evolved from a totally 
manual  process  to one with a high degree of automation. 
' i 
The advancement of digital computers and their capacity 
to process  large  guantlties of information has made it 
possible to taJce many manual tasks and put  them Into a 
programmable system that is computer controlled. 
The computer has become a tool of increasing 
importance to the manufacturing community. It has opened 
the door for wide scale automation of our factories. The 
benefits of cost savings, increased productivity, 
Improved quality and better management control have made 
automation a very attractive goal in the industry. For 
this reason, automation and the expanding technology of 
Numerical Control: (NC) will be a major area of study In 
the Manufacturing Technology Laboratory. 
The current trend In discrete parts manufacturing is 
toward Increasing varieties of product and decreasing 
quantities of each type of product'. "Batch" type 
manufacturing, , where a product is manufactured in 
relatively small lot sizes, has become the most ^prominent 
4 
method of production for machined parts. This trend has 
changed the nature of the Industry,. The Detroit-type 
fixed production lines that produce huge quantities of 
parts of only one design are becoming less applicable in 
this era. of "customized" products. It is estimated that 
75% of all parts presently manufactured are produced in 
small to medium quantity batches and this percentage is 
expected to increase (1). The need for production 
facilities to be adaptable and changeable has inspired 
the growth of a relatively new technology -* Flexible 
Manufacturing systems. 
Flexible Manufacturing Systems, or FMS, have emerged 
to handle the mid-volume, mid-variety production 
requirements. FMS has been defined as a group of NC 
machines that can randomly process a group of parts 
having different process sequences and process cycles 
using automated material handling and central computer 
control to dynamically balance resource utilization so 
that  the systejjr can adapt tp changes in part production 
-sir. 
mixes and levels of output, This concept can also be 
applied to automated assembly systems. The benefits of 
FMS are very significant and well documented (2). The 
Impact of FMS on the manufacturing community is perceived 
to be so great that it- has been called the most 
significant development in manufacturing since NC. This* 
" "'5 
area of manufacturing systems holds great potential for 
both applications-oriented and new development research. 
Therefore, FHS is to be an area of major importance in 
the MTL at Lehigh. 
The purpose of this thesis is to develop, a workable 
plan for the enhancement of the Manufacturing Technology 
Laboratory at Lehigh. The plans to upgrade this facility 
represent a major thrust into technologies that are still 
in the development stages. Therefore, it is very 
Important to address all the potential problems and 
evaluate all the possible alternatives before undertaking 
a task: of this magnitude. The present lab contains 
equipment, primarily for study in conventional-processing. 
Therefore* a significant amount of new equipment will be 
required to build a facility for study in the areas of 
automation and manufacturing systems. 
The thesis defines the major goals and objectives of 
the laboratory and proposes a sensible strategy for 
planning this facility to meet those objectives. 
Evaluations of possible alternatives for the design of 
the lab's facilities are the result of extensive research 
r t 
into the current state-of-the-art equipment commercially 
available. Recommendations are made for implementation 
of necessary features reauired to meet the projected 
goals of the lab.  General specifications are written for 
/ 
all the necessary components, required Including machine 
tools, robots, handling systems, controls, and software 
requirements. Layouts of the lab, with additional 
detailed drawings of critical sections, are presented. 
Also, an explanation of the system's proposed operation 
and a strategy for the phased lmplementlon of the 
equipment are given. Finally, an outline of future 
development wor»c required for Implementation of the 
facility and a summary are presented. 
s 
2. Battcground 
2,1 overview i 
The plans to enhance and relocate the Manufacturing 
Technology Laboratory at Lehiah represent  a  major 
commitment to addressing the needs of industry today and 
in the future, upgrading the manufacturing facilities is 
) ■      ■■ 
consistent with Lehigh's thrust into CAD/CAM, robotics, 
and other high tech areas. The facility is needed to 
support education and research activities in IE,  and is 
required to support many activities associated with the 
newly developed curriculum in Manufacturing  Systems 
Engineering.     In addition,  since the technologies 
employed in a facility of this type  involve  the 
Integration of many technical disciplines, the MTL will 
provide opportunities for other university departments, 
such  as Metallurgy and Materials Science, Computer 
Science and Electrical Engineering,  and  Mechanical 
Engineering. 
A discussion of the present lab facilities and plans 
.for the enhancement and relocation of the new MTL is 
presented below.  It is the assessment of the faculty 
involved that the equipment in the present lab facility 
is not suited for use In an automation and "systems'' 
environment and that a relatively large amount of new 
8 
•;) 
equipment must be .acquired for Implementation of a 
laboratory for study in these areas.. *. 
2.2 Present Facility 
The present facility for manufacturing study and 
research, the Manufacturing Processes Laboratory, Is 
located on the first floor of Packard Laboratory. It 
occupies approximately 1350 sq.ft. of floor space that Is 
primarily devoted to a variety of conventional machine 
tools that are equipped with various forms of data 
gathering instrumentation for quantifying the variables 
in macfiining processes. These machines are used by 
students in various laboratory experiments to reinforce 
concepts presented in class In machining processes. They 
are also used by graduate students and others involved In 
research in areas related to the' machining processes, 
such as tooling evaluation, machinabllity studies, 
productivity studies, and many others-. Also, an NC drill 
press is used to re-enforce concepts in NC and to provide 
■A 
exercises in NC part programming. 
The complement Nof machine tools and auxiliary 
equipment Includes three medium sized engine lathes, a 
turret lathe, two milling machines, a driil press, 
surface grinder, and a . bandsaw. Instrumentation for 
gathering data: includes a tool-chip thermocouple,  drill 
dynamometer, lathe dynamometer, and several profllometers 
that measure surface finish. The data gathered by 
several of the Instruments are processed by a remote 
minicomputer and the results are printed at local 
terminals to provide hard copy. 
The present equipment Is sufficient for study in the 
area of conventional machining processes and it is 
planned that the majority of these machines will be 
tranfefred to the new lab for continued study in this 
important area. Also, It is desirable to update some 
equipment in this area to address the recent advancements 
in tooling technology and machine design. 
2.3 Plans For: Relocation and Enhancement 
the new MTL will be relocated to a newly acquired 
university  building  that formerly was the Jewish 
Community Center. This bulldlna is the new home of the 
Industrial Engineering Department and It will-house most 
of the labs for the various disciplines in £he 
department. The main laboratory area of the 
Manufacturing Technology Lab will occupy a room on. the 
first floor of the building that has approximately 3100 
1 
sq.ft. of floor space .  Also on the first floor will be 
1 
refer to lab layout In Section-5,4 - Figure 5 
10 
the Robotics Lab and support facilities for the various 
labs including a tool room, fabrication and metrology 
area, technician and graduate student offices, * NC 
programming and control room, and storage rooms. 
The space in the MTL will be used to house the 
machine tools and their parts loading mechanisms, 
handling and storage systems, some control equipment, and 
other auxiliary equipment. The lab will be divided into 
two main sections, approximately one half will be devoted 
to the development of a flexible manufacturing system and 
the other half will contain conventional machines for 
study in machining processes. Equipment in both sections 
of the lab will: be used for study in the area of NC and 
automation. 
Most of' the machines and auxiliary equipment in the 
present lab will be moved to the new building in the near 
future and installed in the section of the lab for 
conventional: machining processes. - Equipment for study in 
the areas of manufacturing systems, NC, and automation 
must be newly acquired and Installed in a phased 
IjftpTIe^fititTonr srchffaul^Y -Ttre-sptrcitications for this new 
equipment  and the layout of the lab constitute the bulk: 
of the planning effort of this thesis. These 
specifications, layouts and implementation schemes are 
very necessary'"'"for proper implementation of the MTL,  and 
11 
they are presented In detail In subsequent chapters of 
this thesis. 
The tool! room, fabrication and metrology room, and 
NC programming and control room are important components 
of the MTL. The tool room will have tool grinding, 
setting, preparation -. and storage equipment for most of 
the tooling used on machines in the lab. An extension of 
the automatic material"'nandling system will link the tool 
room to the mainlab for transportation of tooling back 
and forth. The fabrication and metrology room will house 
shearing, bendlngr weldinq, forming and other equipment 
for manufacture of various components required for the 
machines4<in the main lab. Metrology facilities include 
gages, micrometers, Indicators and other inspection 
equipment. The NC programming and control room will 
house computing facilities for various types of machine 
programming, and manufacturing system controllers. 
The Robotics Laboratory will also reside on the 
first floor on the opposite side of the building. In 
addition to "teach"  robot devices, the lab contains a 
number of Industrial robots and accessories"that. are. used 
i     ■ 
for educational and, research projects  In the robotics 
field.  Since robots are a very important feature in the 
automated factory, it is natural to link this  lab with 
i ... 
the  MTL  to  demonstrate an  ev*n higher  level  of 
12 
automation. It is envisioned that the facilities in the 
Robotics Lab be used for automated assembly, fixturing, 
and other processes. The physical linlc required would 
involve extending the material handling system to join 
the two labs, and the control linlc required would involve 
interfacing the individual robot controls to the factory 
systems cbntroller for data transfer and sequencing. 
The Computer Integrated Manufacturing Lab will 
reside on the second floor and overlook the Manufacturing 
Technology Lab. The lab consists of two seperate CAD/CAM 
systems with a large number of graphics terminals, data 
storage devices, plotters, and central processors that 
support  a variety of design and manufacturing software 
packages.  The facilities in the CIM Lab would provide 
.  .        ... . . .  , 
excellent support fW the systems in the MTL, therefore, 
it is very desirable to interface the two labs to provide 
a totally integrated manufacturing system. Workpiece, 
fixture and . tool design, NC programming, storage of the 
central data: base, process planning, and system 
management are  functions that the CIM Lab would Ideally 
provide. 
I 
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3.: Objectives 
3.1 Basic Objectives 
The mala objective ,,of the MTL is to provide an 
advanced environment for education and research in 
manufacturing technologies. The objectives of this 
facility are not the same as those of.' a production 
faeiHty in industry in that no particular product or 
family of parts ate intended to be produced. The prfmary 
intent is two-fold: first, to expose undergraduate and 
graduate* students to a full ranae of technologies in the 
manufacturing field by performing laboratory experiments 
(with hands-on operatldn ~otf equipment), and second, to 
provide a facility for study and research into real 
manufacturing: problems* including those in the areas of 
manufacturing systems, automation, and other advanced 
technologies. The MTL will provide students, faculty, 
and industrial' partners an excellent environment to 
perform research and development functions, testing, and 
evaluations on state-of-the-art production equipraerit. An * 
atmosphere of this type should be a test bed of new ideas 
and designs. 
Three main areas in manufacturing will be addressed 
in the labj U conventional machining processes, 2) stand 
alone automation,  and 3) manufacturing systems. These 
■* 14 """" "   ' -"-':    .    ,™  
areas will^ be discussed below with a list of the 
individual objectives and specific technologies that are 
considered most important to the manufacturing industry. 
The design of the lab, including equipment requirements, 
control system strategies., lab layout, and system 
operation will focus on meeting these objectives and 
technologies, 
3.2 Conventional Machining Processes) 
The metal cutting process is a very complex 
environment involving a large number of interrelated 
factors. The study of conventional machining processes 
is- required to get an understanding of how the various 
inputs to the process .affect the final product. The 
underlying theme is usually the goal of increasing 
productivity and reducing costs In the machining process. 
An understanding of milling^ drilling, turning, 
tapping, boring, and other operations and the various 
factors that affect them are the principle objective. 
Cutting forces, cutting temperatures, tool wear, and 
surface finish are variables that are measured in a 
laboratory environment to evaluate the metal cutting 
process*. In addition, the following objectives are to be 
addressed : 
r 11 Tests on new tooling and tPj>ljmaterlalssuch as 
15 
ceramics,  coated .carbides, synthetic and industrial 
diamond tools, and others. 
2) Machinability studies on a wide variety of 
materials including new alloys that are currently 
difficult to machine. 
3) Effects of cutting fluids on tool life, 
BBachinability, cutting forces, and productivity. 
4) Process * productivity studies and economic 
modeling of machining processes. 
5) The present lab emDlovs a minicomputer to process 
signals input from the thermocouple and dynamometers. 
This Arrangement would be enhanced with the addition of a 
new data acquisition system for measuring machining 
variables. Many common microprocessor-based data 
acquisition systems are available that would increase the 
efficiency of the measuring taste. This system could even 
m 
be expanded _to provide a low level of machine control 
such as simple adaptive control. 
3.3 Stand-alone Automation and NC 
The concept of automation is not new, but it is 
becoming increasingly important to industry due to the 
changing nature of today's business environment. 
Automation involves the use of computers and other 
electronic devices to control many of the functions 
16        . 
previously handled by human operators. The benefits of 
improved productivity, quality, machine capability, and 
management control are very attractive to manufacturing! 
businesses. The basic building Mocks in automation are 
stand-alone machines that operate with little or.no human 
intervention. 
The objectives arid technologies to be studied are: 
1) Numerical Control and Computer Numerical 
Control(CNC) - ah understanding of the basic operation 
and control theory for these automated machine tools. 
2) Programming methods for NC - discussion and 
exercises in all the various methods of NC programming 
including manual data input (MDI), conversational 
programming at the CNC, computer-assisted languages (APT, 
COMPACT, etc.), ahd use of CAD/CAM NC programming which 
is the state-of-the-art. 
3) Automated inspection - use of coordinate 
measuring machines (CMM) and machine spindle-mounted 
probes for inspection of manufactured parts. 
4) Adaptive control  and machine tool monitoring 
measurement of  machining  conditions^  (horsepower 
consumption, axis feed thrust, spindle deflection, etc.) 
and processing of this data to provide control outputs 
for optimization of the machining process. Reguires 
further development of machine  sensors  and  control 
17 
methods. 
5) Robotics -' use of robotic devices In assembly, 
machining, and other manufacturing operations. The MTL 
will provide numerous applications for use of robotic 
technologies developed in the Robotics Laboratory. 
6) Flexible Machining Modules (3) - trend to totally 
automate the machining process for short periods of 
unmanned operation (i or 2 shifts). These stand-alone 
unmanned modules require incorporation of automatic 
workplece changing and setup, tool changing and setting, 
machine monitoring, adaptive control, tool compensation, 
and other typically manual ODerations. 
3.4 Manufacturing: Systems 
The current state-of-the-art In computer controlled 
production systems Involves linking all the previously 
mentioned " islands of automation " together into one 
total system controlled by a central computer. Two 
distinct types of systems are included in this area, 
Distributed Numerical Control CDNC) and Flexible 
Manufacturing Systems (FMS"). The objectives In each 
system are different and, therefore, will be handled as 
separate entities. J 
18 
3.4.1 Distributed Numerical Control: 
Distributed Numerical Control (DNC) is really an 
extension of NC. It involves the linking of a number of 
seperate NC machines together under a central computer by 
hard-wiring the data ports of each NC controller to the 
host DNC computer. The purpose of the central computer 
.is' to stpre all current NC programs","handle the "direct 
distribution of these programs to the separate NC control 
units, and to gather and process pertinent data that is 
uploaded from the separate NCs (4). 
The objectives of the DNC system in the MTL are: 
1) Demonstrate direct data distribution of NC 
programs from a: central site to the various NC machines 
in the lab, including downloading of programs from the 
DNC computer to a specific NC controller and uploading a 
program that has been edited at the machine site back to 
storage in the DNC hosti 
2) Provide a convenient medium for NC program 
storage, eliminating the use and storage of punched tape, 
cassette tape, and other less efficient media. The DNC,- 
host should be capable of storlnq a large library of NC 
programs for execution. / 
3) Provide a link to the CAD/CAM systems for direct 
downloading of programs generated and processed on the 
system to the CN'C units and uploading of machine-edited 
1Q 
programs back to the central data base for storage. 
4) Implement a management control system on the DNC 
computer by directly accessing machine status data from 
the NC controllers, processing this data to usable 
formats, and outputting reports on information that is 
useful to management in a system environment. 
3.4.2 Flexible Manufacturing System 
Unlike the DNC system previously discussed, FMS is 
truly an automated production system. In addition to NC 
program distribution and NC machine status, the FMS 
controls routing of parts on the automated material 
handling system that links together the NC workstations, 
operation of the automatic storage and retrieval system, 
machine loading devices, schedules and system 
optimization, tooling files, automatic inspection 
devices, and data manaaement for reporting and dynamic 
control. As previously discussed, FMS is currently 
bridging a gap in production systems for mid-volume, 
mid-variety parts. Figure 3-1 shows FMS's current niche 
in the Volume/Variety matrix (5). 
The objectives in development of the FMS are: 
1)  To  demonstrate the  trend of total  system 
automation,  the FMS will  Integrate the  "islands " of 
automation"  addressed in the nrevlous section with part 
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handling systems to produce a centrally controllable 
manufacturing unit. The abilit^to operate the system 
without manual; intervention Is a major .goal of 
manufacturing management.   It requires that machine- 
?1 
mounted sensors and.other feedback from components In the 
system be monitored by the control system to jadapt to 
changes in the production environment. This feedback and 
control loop must replace all the functions performed by 
machine operators in conventional mode. 
2) The main emphasis of this system, since it is 
primarily a research facility, is to remain as flexible 
as< possible. . The trend by users of these types of 
systems is toward the increased capacity of a larger part 
mix and Increased part volume (6). Figure 3-2shows the 
direction of future growth for a number of Important FMS 
users. This trend toward increasing flexibility Is 
consistent with our objective. 
3) Present plans for the system require the 
capability to perform the following machining operations: 
milling, drilling, tapping, turning, and boring."' These 
ate the basic operations necessary for the production of 
most machined parts, although other operations are 
required for . many products. Tn order to accommodate a 
broader spectrum of operations in manufacturing systems, 
such as grinding, laser machining, assembly, etc., the 
system should be expandable to allow for addition of 
other necessary workstations. This requirement suggests 
that a modular approach to system design and 
implementation should be employed. 
22 
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4) Since this facility Is not geared for maximizing 
part production and flexibllty Is a primary objective, 
the FMS shoulibe a non-special system that Incorporates 
general-purpose machine tools. MC machine stations such 
a's< turning centers and machining centers will be the 
primary machining stations that_w_lll allow the maximum 
number of operations to be performed, and specialized 
machines such as head changers will be left for use in 
more production-oriented facilities* 
5) The above stated objectives of flexibility, 
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4) Since this facility is not geared for maximizing- 
part production and flexibilty is a prijua-fy objective, 
the FMS should be a non-special system that incorporates 
general-purpose machine tools. HC machine stations such 
as turning centers and machining centers will be the 
primary machining stations that will allow the maximum 
number of operations to be performed, and specialized 
machines sulch as head changers will be left for u^e in 
more production-oriented facilities. 
expandability, and modularity suggest that a highly 
advanced control system is required. The development of 
a suitable distributed control system is desirable and it 
■is.' envisioned that this development will be an on-going 
project that will require a malor commitment of research 
personnel in^the future. 
6) A number of different automation techniques and 
equipment are to be incorporated in the system to 
demonstrate the advantages of their use in various 
applications. An example is the physical interfacing 
equipment required between the material handling system 
and the machine tools. It is intended to use a 
"fixed-type" pallet shuttle at the machining center 
station and a: flexible type parts loading robot at the 
turning center station. This feature of possessing the 
capability to process both prismatic-type parts and 
rotational parts on the same FMS is a unique feature 
which should generate considerable interest in the 
manufacturing community. 
7) The integration of automatic part inspection in 
the system and feedback of inspection Information back to 
the system controller presents another unique feature. 
It is envisioned that by constant monitoring of the . 
machining functions through on-line inspection 
techniques,   it  will  be possible' to  compensate  the 
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operation of the machine tools to keep the machining 
process within tolerable limits. This capability of not 
allowing the process to drift out of acceptable limits, 
and consequently eliminating the production of defective 
parts, is of considerable Interest to manufacturing 
industries. sometimes referred to as "deterministic 
metrology", it is the,subject of a large research project 
at the NBS (7,8). and should be a subject addressed by 
research personnel in the Manufacturing Technology 
Laboratory. 
8) The integration of CAD/CAM to support the FMS, 
including storage of the central data r base, NC 
programming and tool design, is very desirable. Also, 
this system could be used for design of alternative 
system configurations and simulation of these 
alternatives. 
9) Th* current problems o4 Interfacing the various 
components in . ah FMS will be addressed, including both 
the mechanical and control interfaces. This area of 
linking together many different'pieces of equipment into 
a single operating system holds great potential for 
research and development In the MTL. 
10) The integration of automated material handling 
in manufacturing facilities is a rapidly . growing 
technology that offers great potential for development. 
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In particular, Automated Guided Vehicle System (AGVS) 
technology will be developed in this lab to jriden its 
application potential by improving control methods, 
guidance systems*/and interfacing techniques. 
il) Current technology in FMS employs manual parts 
fixturing. Automation of the fixturing operation is 
highly desirable-and development of solutions to this 
problem is another area of great research potential for 
the FMS. This involves design of "generic", fixturing to 
be modular and designed for automated assembly. 
12) The FM5 in the MTL will be designed to be as 
cost-effective as possible while still meeting the above 
■r 
functional objectives. 
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4. Planning Strategy 
4.1 General' Laboratory Plan 
AS discussed in previous chapters, the MTL will 
consist of two main sections. An open region between the 
two sections will: provide a "project area" where short 
term projects will be net-formed. This will allow for 
utilization of features in both main sections. The 
section dedicated to conventional machining processes 
will be similar to the present, setup and will utilize 
much of the same equipment. Development work required 
for its implementation will cohsist of the orderly 
relocation of present equipment in the new facility and 
provisions for upgrade of conventional machine tools and 
data acquistion equipment. 
The other section of the lab dedicated to study in 
manufacturing systems will be of -totally new design and 
will require a major development effort. The strategy 
for planning this system is very important for insuring 
that the previously stated objectives are met. The 
current technology of FMS is still relatively new and 
there ate very few standards in the industry, Therfore* 
a number of different alternatives exist for performing 
the necessary tasks required. These alternatives are 
investigated and evaluated, and recommendations are given 
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to determine the optimal design for this system. 
As previously stated, the study of stand-alone 
automation and NC will be performed In both sections, 
particularly employing the-automated machines In the FMS. 
The recommendations made for the FMS equipment, Including 
the NC workstations, the automatic inspection station, 
and the material handling equipment, also apply for those 
machines when they are used as stand-alone devices. 
4.2 Cbnventional' Processes Equipment 
Recommendations for upgrade of equipment in this 
area are: 
1) Machine tools (lathes and mills ) with high speed 
spindles and greater rigidity are required for use of 
more exotic cutting tools such as ceramics, diamonds, 
CBN, cermets,etc. Also, these features are required for 
Investigation of ultra-high speed machining. Many of 
these features are—inherent In the newer machine tools 
required for the FMS. 
2) The present system for collection and processing 
of machining data ( direct wiring of Input data lines 
2 
from measuring instruments to a PDP11/34 )  Is old and 
2 
trademark of Digital Eauloment- Corp. 
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outdated.     The system should be replaced with a 
commercially   available   microprocessor-based   data 
acquisition . system.   This  svstem could be expanded to 
provide some simple machine controls such as a primitive 
adaptive control system.  Extensive interfacing to the 
MAD lab would further enhance the capabilities of this 
system. 
"
x 
4.3 Stand-alone Automation and NC 
It is desired for instructional purposes that a few 
NC machines be Installed as strictly stand-alone machines 
with no intention of integration into FMS. These 
machines need not have: the sophistication of thos,e in an 
FMS workstation, and in fact, it is desired that they be 
simpler to program and operate for inexperienced users. 
Recommendations for enhancement of equipment in this area 
include : 
1) A 3 a*ls CNC milling machine is preferred over a 
2 axis CNC lathe or CNC Drill Press. The additional axis 
of control demonstrates the complexities of 3-D 
contouring and provides capability'to perform a greater 
variety of machining operations. Lathe operations are 
restricted to drilling, boring, and tapping only on 
center in addition to turning. The machine will be 
capable of  simple  point-to-Doint  operation  where 
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appropriate for less complex programming. 
2) Automatic toolchangers, although not required, 
ate preferred to demonstrate a more automated operation 
of the mill, A standard tooling layout may be Installed 
in the magazine to ease its operation by reducing 
incorrect tool: usage and offset inputs, 
3.) To demonstrate the various programming methods 
available and ease the programming task, the control 
should be fairly advanced and include manual data 
input(MDI) at the machine site in addition to off-line 
programming capability, state-of-the-art controls employ 
use of canned cycles, user macro definitions and 
parametric programming all at the CNC unit. An interface 
for DNC operation is required for direct downloading of 
programs generated and stored at a remote computer. Full 
speed and feed control with overrides is essential for 
automatic operation, 
4) The offline programming systems used to support 
these machines and the CNC workstations In the FMS, must 
have extensive capabilities to insure that even the most 
complex rshapes and contours may be programmed. These 
systems should , use a universal programming language 
(APT,etc.)  In contrast to special  languages that are 
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presently  marlcetedC  Compact ,  Numerlpower , etc.). 
Although not as efficient for certain specific 
programming tasks, a universal language will accommodate 
the full range of NC programming that will be required In 
the lab from simple 2-D point-to-point to complex 4-axis 
contour milling. 
4.4 DNC: System 
The DNC system will provide for two-way 
communications between the machine control units and the 
system computer to allow for receiving and transmitting 
NC program files and machine status Information. The DNC 
Computer Is directly connected to the individual CNC 
control units providing for direct data transfer and 
eliminating the need for punched tape or other NC program 
storage medium. The system computer will provide mass 
storage of programs, have capabilities to edit programs, 
and link to other NC programming systems (including 
CAD/CAM ) and host computers. The machine status 
information will be used to. generate reports on NC shop 
status, NC machine utilization, and other pertinent 
3 .    ■  . 
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management information. r 
Recommendations . for this system for distributed 
control of NC: programs and machine status reporting are: 
1) The DNC computer should be standard hardware to 
provide  for  flexibility  and  expandability.   Some 
. commercially available DNC systems use special hardware 
which limits its use to specific control/ machine 
configurations. This specialization must be avoided for 
maximum utilization and flexibility of the system. 
2) Use of on-board communications interfaces in the 
newer CMC controls is more efficient than individual 
BTR's (9) at each NC to handle error checking and 
communications protocols.  The interface must be provided 
-*     by the CNC builder as a feature of the control package. 
tr 
This interface will allow for initiation of data transfer 
frdm the DNC computer to demonstrate a higher degree of 
automation^ Tl)e standard RS-232C interfaces common to 
most CNC controls are limited in that only NC program 
data may be transferred between host and CNC. Also, all 
communication must be,initiated through the CNC keyboard; 
data transfer cannot be initiated from the DNC host. 
3) Communication protocols must be standard to allow 
communications and data transfer to all the different 
workstations in the system. ASCII format for NC data is 
recommended  since  it is the most widely accepted in the 
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Industry. It may be necessary to modify the CNC 
interfaces to conform to the specific communication 
protocols that the PNC computer operates under. 
4) It is recommended that entire NC programs be 
stored in the local memory of the CNC units for 
execution. In the unusual cases where program data 
exceeds the storage capacity at the CNC it will be 
necessary to use the DNC computer as a real-time 
controller and to meter out program information in 
several blocics at .a time for execution. Using the local 
memory resident at each CNC will reduce the real-time 
burden on the DNC computer oroviding optimum system 
operation. 
5) DNC main computer will have direct link to 
CAD/CAM sytems used for NC Drogramming to allow for 
direct downloading of NC programs to CNC machines and 
uploading of machine-edited nroarams back to the CAD/CAM 
data' base for updates. 
6) Once this system is  debugged and operable,  it 
will be upgraded and  integrated as a subsystem of the 
5 ' 
total FMS control structure.  It will still be operable 
as- a sfeperate system when required or when the FMS 
5 
see FMS control description in section. 4.5.4 
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controller Is down.   The specifications for the DNC 
6 
system will be given In the FMS control specification. 
4.5  FMS 
4.5.1 Top-down Plan 
The most efficient method for planning an FMS 
facility Is to apply a top-down technique. The 
objectives and goals of the system have been previously 
defined in "Chapter 3, The use of Group. Technology 
techniques will% help define the part mix and the 
processes required in the FMS, The system-type is then 
selected to achieve the correct system for the particular 
production/variety ratio desired. 
Selection of system components starts at the highest 
level of system cjbntrol, the FMS Master Control. Then 
intermediate control levels are evaluated and selected to 
achieve ^specific functional requirements at this level. 
Finally, the actual process equipment :and controller are 
defined. This method assures that the total system will 
perform in accordance with the goals and objectives 
initially specified. 
6 
In section 5.1.2 
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4.5.2 Group Technology Approach 
The use of Group Technology techniques has excellent 
application for development of an FMS. The grouping of 
machines into cells according to process routing is 
inherent in the design of an FMS. Computer aided process 
planning and material requirements planning are essential 
elements of the central control system that aid the 
scheduling and routing function. Since these 
manufacturing systems are designed to produce a "family 
of parts", it is imperative for the FMS designer to- 
identify the part families that are candidates for the 
system. The components that comprise the system are 
determined by their ability to manufacture these parts. 
The FMS in the MTL IS not "typical in that no 
specific parts families are to be produced. The 
intention is to design the system with a broad range of 
capabilities so that parts that fall within this range 
may be manufactured on it. Workpieces with the following 
characteristics will be candidates for the FMS: 
s 
1. Type  -  both  rotational  and  prismatic 
worKpieces ~ 
2. Operations  required. •"  turning,  boring, 
milling, drilling, and tapoing 
3. Size - prismatic - 15" cube rotational - 8" 
dla. x 10" length 
4. Complexity - 4 axis contouring 
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5. Weight - prismatic - 700 lb. max. (including 
fixtures) rotational - 100 lbs. max. 
6. Material - steel,  aluminum,* copper,  brass, 
etc. 
7. Tolerances - plus orminus .001" 
8. Finish requirement - finish turned, milled and 
bored surfaces (excluding ground finishes) 
9.* Volumes - low ( < 20 parts per design ) 
10. Inspection  Requirements  -  all  critical 
dimensions 
The parts that fall within these constraints 
comprise a very large number of parts families. It is 
the intent of the FMS designerto have the capabilities 
to manufacture as many of these families as possible on 
the system. This implies that the flexibility 
requirement is of the utmost and that- trade-offs between 
productivity and flexibility must be made. Also, current 
technology in some areas,  such as  fixturing,  material 
handling, etc.# are insufficient for this degree of 
flexibility and must be further developed and refined to 
meet these objectives. 
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4.S?3 FMS Type 
ThiBk manufacturing,_ svstem designed for the MTL is a 
non-special Flexible Machinlnq System. The flexibility 
requirement precludes the use of dedicated equipment 
employed in special systems such as fixed path handling 
lines and and multi-spindle drill heads. A machining 
cell would suffice to demonstrate a lower level 
manufacturing system, but the'concept of total factory 
automation could not be demonstrated on this -simpler 
system (10). 
A palletized system where workpieces are fixtured 
onto „individual pallets at load stations and then 
transported to the required machining workstations for 
processing will be employed. This As in contras;fe-^-fe© 
fixturing worlcpieces at the workstation site. Total 
automation of the system requires automatic fixturing at 
robotic load stations that must be integrated into the 
control architecture. Reasons for the palletized 
approach include : 
1) Reduction in amount of capital equipment required 
by using simpler machine loading devices. Fixturing a.t 
the machine" site requires a very complex and dexterious 
robotic device at each workstation. 
2) Although these dedicated workstation robots would 
provide a higher degree of flexibility at each machine, 
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the development and use of a central robotic flxturlng 
station will provide enough flexibility for this system 
and will yield higher machine utilization at a much lower 
Initial capital expense. 
3) The control requirements are simplified by 
minimizing the programmable components In the system. 
Also, the load on the system controllers is reduced to 
provide more efficient real-time response. 
4)- A manual loading station Is provided for simpler 
system operation and serves as a backup when the 
automated station is out of service. 
5) Standard pallets are preferred, but different 
types may be used by using compatable undersides that 
Interface to the material handlers. All pallets.will be 
identified to the system so that only compatable pallets 
will be transported to each workstation. 
4.5.4 Control) Type 
A distributed control system will be implemented as, 
opposed to a true hierarchical control system 
(11,12,13,14). Figure 4-1 shows the structure of a 
hierarchical control system for a "smart" robot. The 
hierarchical- control Is a very complex* multi-level 
structure. Each level consists of a processing unit 
which contains a set of procedures for decomposing higher 
3B 
level:, Input commands Into a string of lower level output 
commands in the context -of feedback from the sensory 
processing hierarchy. At a set time increment each H 
module in the task decomposition hierarchy samples Jits 
inputs : (command inputs from the next higher level and 
feedback: from the sensory processing module at the same 
level:) and computes an appropriate output. This 
capability of processing large amounts of sensory 
feedback and dynamically adapting to the system's current 
state distinguishes this type of control from 
conventional distributed control systems. 
The distributed control system for the FMS in the 
Manufacturing Technology Lab is shown in Figure 4-2. 
Control functions will be distributed to various 
computers in the control network each of which are. 
responsible for particular tasks. Reasons for use of 
this control scheme include: 
1) Less complex design and development and easier 
implementation ate major benefits. The amount of 
software modules required in the distributed approach is 
less extensive but effective control is retained. 
2) The control architecture is still hierarchical in 
nature in that different levels exist for decomposition 
of tasks, but the amount of sensory feedback processing 
is< reduced.  Decision making in this scheme occurs at the 
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Figure 4-1;   Hierarchical Control Structure 
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lowest possible level which optimizes system performance. 
3) True hierarchical control is still unproven in 
industrial practice. It is desired to further develop a 
control system of this type since it is inherently more 
flexible, but development will take a major effort over 
many years for its implementation. 
4) Use of the local intelligence in the CNC's to 
process much of the sensory data such as electronic .probe 
information, a'daptive^control sensors,etc. 
5) The distributed aporoach provides backup features 
allowing many system functions to continue if any one 
subsystem' goes down. Also, this method lends itself to 
phased implementation so that each subsystem made be 
added and debugged as "building blocks" of the total 
system. 
The multi-level distributed control structure 
designed for the FMS in the MTL has three distinct 
levels. The inputs to and outputs from each level, the 
processing and functions performed there, and the 
computer reguired to handle these tasks are described 
below.  Refer to Figure 4-2 for control architecture. 
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4.5.4.1 FMS Controller 
The FMS Controller is the main system supervisor 
that handles high level functions for the system, 
Including production control, data management, 
communication, and management reporting. A general 
purpose minicomputer with remote data storage, system 
manager terminal and printer and other I/O is required at 
this level with software that enables it to implement 
information flow and direct lower control levels. 
Specifically, the functions performed here are: 
1) Production Control - The computer receives 
production data from either the system manager via 
terminal or the host computer pertaining to part 
quantities, raw material available, pallets available; 
etc. and performs scheduling and assignment functions. 
It outputs routing information to the traffic controller, 
NC program and tooling requests to the DNC computer, and 
flxturing directions to the load stations. 
2) Data Management - Keeps a complete history of the 
system   status   including   machine/tooling  files, 
part/pallet files, routing files, and production history. 
i 
3) Communication - Directs all system communications 
to the. host coiflputer and lower level controllers. 
4) Management Reportina - Generates reports on 
system performance and status. 
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4.5.4.2 DNC and Traffic Controllers 
1) DNC Controller - This Intelligent microcomputer 
is responsible for storage and distribution of NC 
programs and tooling and offset information for the CNC 
workstations, the CMC inspection station, and the loading 
and fixturing robot. In addition, status information 
from the CNC: units is acquired and processed, and 
reported back to the master control. 
NC programming systems are linked to -the DNC host 
for program generation. These NC programs are stored on 
disk and downloaded to the proper CNC unit upon request 
from the FMS Controller. The DNC computer has editing 
capabilities for program optimization and interfaces for 
links to peripheral devices. 
Although a subsystem in the FMS control structure, 
the DNC system will be operable as a separate system when 
the FMS master is down or when-—tt is desired to 
St 
demonstrate stand alone operation. 
2) Traffic Controller - The traffic controller is. a 
small minicomputer that .handles control of the 
AS/RS,AGVS, and,cart-on-track? orovides added control to 
the machine tools, and robot, and provides status 
information to the FMS master control. A color graphics 
terminal is linked to display the status of all material 
handlers,  and  provide  for  operator interface and 
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programming at this level, specifically, it; 
- Directly commands the AS/RS to pick up and 
store loads, and holds a complete record of 
storage locations. 
- Send routing commands to the AGVS controller 
- Direct the operation of the PC's that control 
the cart-on-track system 
- Monitors and displays tracking of all loads 
- Signals machine tools, CMM and robot when the 
desired workpiece is correctly in position for 
machine load 
- Communicates material handling system status to 
the FMS Controller 
4.5.4.3 Workstation Controllers 
The actual real time process controllers consist of 
the CNC units, robot., control, CMM computer, PC's and the 
AGVS controller. They execute program information sent 
fromhigher level controls to transport or process the 
actual workpieces. All these local controls report 
information' about their status back up to the higher 
level control upon request. 
4.5.4.4 CAD/CAM Integration 
In order to achieve the highest level of automation 
in the MTL and to best demonstrate the trend toward total 
factory systems, it is necessary to integrate the power 
of CAD/CAM with the FMS. The two large CAD/CAM systems 
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residing In the CIM Lab will offer excellent support to 
%he MTL. These systems possess exceptional computing 
power and large remote data storage in addition to their 
CAD/CAM capabilities. 
This system is the host for the FMS control. The 
functions performed at this level are: 
1.) Part design and NC programming 
2) ToollngXahd fixturing design 
3) Computer aided process planning 
4) Assembly data and instructions 
5) System simulation and optimization 
6) Maintenance of\a complete data base for the 
system including the information and geometry for the 
previously listed functions 
7) FMS system control functions 
\ 
This CAD/CAM link will oroVide capabilities for 
support and control of the FMS that wo\jld not be possible 
using manual or other methods.        \ 
4.5.5 Material Handling 
The material handling systems that physically link 
the workstations together are a key feature in FMS. The 
FMS in the MTL will employ a number of different handling 
systems that must be linked under a traffic controller to 
handle delivery of workpieces, fixturing, tooling, and 
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otheressential components to the Various processing 
stations. The material handllna system will involve the 
following subsystems : 
1) Cart-on-track system will be the "local" 
workpiece transfer mechanism. Workpieces flxtured on 
pallets will be carried on the carts ,. to the proper 
processing workstation where individual workstation 
loading mechanisms will load the pallet and/or workpiece 
into the machine's workspace. The accuracy provided by 
the: cart-Qn-track will ease the transfer- task and reduce 
the amount of precision locating devices required for 
consistent workpiece loading. 
2) Automatic Storage and Retrieval System is used 
for storage of raw materials, work-in-process, finished 
workpieces, tooling, pallets, fixturing, spare parts, and 
other, supplies. The automatic retrieval feature is used 
to bring required material out of storage and transfer it 
to another handling system for transport to its 
destination. The high density storage provided reduces 
the floor space requirement for inventory and allows for 
more efficient use df the limited area of the lab. 
•3) Automatic Guided vehicle System is used as a 
"global handler". The inherent flexibility of AGVS is an 
important feature. The AGVS path, is . easily, changed to 
access  different  areas  and  stations  in the lab.  The 
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vehicles link the AS/RS, the cart-on-track, loading 
stations ( both manual and automatic ), inspection area, 
Robotics Laboratory, tool room, and act as an interfacing 
device between manual stations in th* lab. The lack of 
accurate positioning requires that locating devices be 
installed to provide consistent material transfer. 
4.5.6 Workstations 
The various workstations required are dictated by 
the part families to be manufactured on the system. The 
Group Technology approach will assure that the proper 
features are included in the processing machines that 
constitute the FMS. 
General recommendations for workstations and their 
controls are: 
1) Machine tools and accessories must be compact to 
-**           minimize  floor space requirements for most efficient use 
of laboratory areav 
2) New machine tools and CNC controls are strongly 
preferred as opposed to retrofit and rebuild of older 
>. , used equipment.  The advanced features of state-of-the- 
art machines tools make them much, better candidates for 
FMS workstations. Costs for retrofit and rebuild of 
these smaller machines aporoaeh the price of new units, 
3) Standardization of control type and manufacturer 
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is- preferred so that communication protocols may also be 
standard. Interfacing will He less complicated and 
implementation of  the" control system will be practical. 
The National: Bureau of  Standards  is^ addressing this 
7'      •- -- ' 
interfacing problem in the AMRF , but standards in this 
area, similar to the IGES standard for graphics data, 
will taKe many years to develop. 
Another  solution  to  the  data communications 
networking problem is to acquire  CNC  units  with 
programmable FMS interfaces.  The protocols may then be 
9 
programmed in PCL for each control. 
4) CNC machine tools in the system must be designed 
and engineered with " system integration "features such 
a's' pallet shuttles,  material handling interfaces,  and 
data  communication  Interfaces.   Many standard CNC 
machines are not suitable for FMS integration and,  thus, 
are not applicable In this system. 
5)  In addition to system operation, It is intended 
that the CNC machine tools in the FMS be operable  as 
7 
\  Automated Manufacturing Research Facility 
8 
Initial Graphics Exchange Standard 
Programmable Control Language 
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stand alone machines. Therefore, the machine tools 
should be designed and installed for human operator 
accessabllity,including side-loading shuttles on 
machining centers-and rear-loaded turning center's. 
6) Both a horizontal and vertical machining center 
are included . in the planned FMS to demonstrate the 
different considerations, advantages.,  and disadvantages 
associated with integrating both types of machines in an 
/ FMS (15). 
7) In order to better utilize the robot in the 
turning center station, it is recommended that a 
dedicated machine loading robot not be used at this 
station. A more universal type robot will be capabl"e~ of 
performing mahy other tastes such as changing tool holders 
in the tool turret and workpieee fixturing. Advanced 
features such as six degrees of freedom, a three roll 
wrist, interchangeable griooers, and sensory feedback: are 
regulred to handle these duties. The ;robot control will 
have an interrupt capability so that the turning center 
will have priority when, it requires service. 
v '   . ■ 
8) Since the cycle time for typical  small turned 
parts  Is  relatively short ( less that 15 min.), a part 
10 
such as the Mazalc Flex 1 Robot 
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buffer Is required at the turning center station. This 
trill be provided by mounting multiple workpieces on a 
pallet delivered to this station and shuttling this 
pallet off the cart- onto a "spur". The robot will load 
and unload the Individual pieces until all are processed, 
then the pallet will be shuttled back onto the ;<*art and 
delivered to the next station. 
9) The following workstations are required in the 
FMS: 
1. CNC  Horizontal  Machining Center with pallet 
shuttle 
2. CMC  Vertical Machlninq Center with pallet 
shuttle 
3. CNC Turning Center with machine loading robot 
4. Direct   Computer   Controlled   Coordinate 
Measuring Machine 
5. Fixturing stations -both manual and automated 
(robotic) 
10) Tooling should be standardized as much as 
possible, Including arbors and holders, to allow for 
lnterchangeabillty and minimum Inventory. Cutting tools 
should be standard, off-the-shelf items in common styles 
when possible. 
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5. General: Specifications 
The following specifications for the.FMS components 
are meant to be a guide for those individuals involved in 
the actual acquisition of the equipment. Special 
attention and precaution must be taken when ordering 
these components to insure that they are compatible and 
are interfaced properly for smooth operation and 
communication. In particular, all the computers in the 
system must either be running on the,same operating 
system or have the proper communications protocols to 
enable exchange of data between the separate system 
levels and jJeylces. 
Specifications are generic and in many cases reflect 
the state-of-the-art in computer controlled equipment 
that is currently available. In some cases, as in the 
fixturing station, this equipment goes beyond that which 
is commercially available and ifif-house development is 
required to make it a reality. 
In general, all computer equipment should have the 
capability to expand memory and I/O features to allow for 
expected growth of the system. Also, most software 
specified herein is available from FMS vendors as 
generalized packages. These packages are then 
"customized" by the user to meet his particular needs by 
tailoring each module to reflect the components and 
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characteristics of his system. It is recommended that 
this approach be taken, wherever possible to avoid the 
massive amount of coding that must be generated in 
developing ah ln«house system. 
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5.1 Central Controllers 
5.1.1 FMS1 Controller 
The ■specifications for the FMS Controller are 
Intended to achieve the objectives described In Section 
3.5,2.  The recomme-nded specifications are: . 
5.1.1.1 Hardware 
1) General purpose minicomputer (DEC PDP11/44 ) 
- 64K byte RAM 
- 16-blt word size 
- interfaces - 
* multibus - TTL compatible 
* parallel I/O - TTL compatible 
* serial 'I/O - PS232C compatible 
irflc - communi ations expansion board 
* 16 RS232C buffered parallel I/O lines 
* 8 input , 8 output 
* Multibus compatible 
* serial; communications 
- intelligent communications controllers 
- industrial chassis card caae 
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2) 1 MB fixed head disk 
3) System manager' terminal - LR-120 
4) Magnetic tape drive - for system backup and vendor 
software load 
5) CRT terminal - VT-102 
55 
5.1.1.2 software 
The software modules listed and described below are 
necessary for proper control of the FMS: 
1) System Manager Interface - This module accepts 
commands from both a system manager via his terminal and 
directly from the host computer and converts them into 
usable code for further processing. The process plan for 
each part is one important input that is entered here. 
Operations required, workstations, NC programs required, 
fixturing required, and raw material required are 
examples of the information that is accepted by this 
module and processed for further use. This module also 
malces it possible for the system manager - to alter the 
characteristics of the system depending on actual changes 
t. ■■  ■ 
in  the  FMS,  such as  machines  being down,  pallet 
additions, etc. 
2) Scheduler and Simulator - This function schedules 
worfcpiece lots in the appropriate mix in order to meet 
due dates for all worfcpieces and optimize system 
utilization. These schedules are then simulated to 
evaluate system performance. The system manager may then 
vary the production requirements, produce a revised 
schedule and then simulate that revision. This iterative 
'process enables the system to operate at the most optimum 
rate. 
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3) Routing - The route which each workpiece must 
take is determined by the process plan input and 
converted to traffic information, that is communicated to 
the Traffic Controller. Fixturlng instructions are also 
sent to load stations. The Traffic Controller then 
fetches the correct raw material and a pallet, releases 
them to a load station and coordinates all subsequent 
moves in the route. 
4) Tool Manager - Data files are Kept for all tools 
in the system, such as cutter diameter and length 
compensations, expected life, override rate, etc. Tool 
room operators request this Information for resetting and 
changing tools. 
5) Part Inspection - The CMM operates under control 
of the DNC subsytem. After measurement cycles are 
completed, inspection results are transmitted to this 
module where they are compared -to the part's expected 
dimensions. If it is determined that a dimension is out 
of tolerance, the-module will automatically initiate the 
required tool compensation to bring the part back within 
acceptable limits. 
6) Management Reporting - User defined and formatted 
reports on system performance are generated. Utilization 
of machines, material handlers, and controller may be 
computed and reported for specific time periods.  Current 
* 57 
sVstem status is also * reDort that is useful  to 
management and will be generated. 
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5.1.2 Distributed Numerical Control 
The specifications for the DNC Controller are 
intended to achieve the objectives described in Section 
3.4.1. The recommended specifications are: 
5.1.2.1 Hardware 
1) Intelligent Microcomputer 
- 64K internal RAM 
- 16 bit word size 
- full CRT display 
-2 MB Winchester disk 
- 2 RS232C interface ports 
- 8 RS422 interface ports ..   . 
- EIM310 asynchronous orotocol 
- on-board editor —;---— 
- Self contained enclosure 
- FMS Controller compatible operating system 
2) CAM Graphics Programmino System 
- Microcomputer based 
- 64K RAM 
- Video graphics display 
- Floppy disfc program storage 
- 2- 1/2 axis capability 
59 
Menu driven format 
"Canned cycles" 
DNC Controller compatible 
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. ) 
5.1.2.2 Software 
The software modules described below are necessary 
for proper operation and management of the DNC system: 
1) DNC Module - The heart of the system, this-module 
manages the NC: data for distribution. NC programs are 
store in remote disk storage. When requested by the FMS 
Controller, the. correct program is retrieved from 
storage, downloaded to the respective CNC unit, and cycle 
start Is initiated. The program contains NC coding and 
tooling data^ 
2) Master Reporting - This module requests status 
and utilization information from the CNC's and 
communicates this data on reguest from the FMS 
Controller. Pertinent data is end of program, shuttle 
.complete', and machine stpopage.  Inspection results from 
the CMM control: are also uploaded. 
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5.1.3 Traffic Cbntroller 
The specifications for the Traffic Controller are 
intended to achieve the objectives described in Section 
3.4.2.  The recommended specifications are: 
5.1.3.1 Hardware 
H Intelligent- Microcomputer - —  
- 8K byte RAM 
- 16-bit word size # 
- Multibus, parallel and serial I/O interfaces 
- Intellegent communications controller 
- 4 channel: communication interface 
- 512K byte RAM memory 
- Industrial.chassis 
- FMS Controller capatlble operating system 
2) 8 I/O Modules 
3) CRT with keyboard - DEC VT-102 
4) 19" Color Graphics Monitor 
5) LA-100 Line Printer 
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5.1.3.2 software 
The software modules described below are necessary 
for proper operation and management of the material 
handling systems: 
1) Equipment Control Program - This contains the 
ladder logic processor and tracking processor. .Typical 
functions include start/stop load movement, read/write 
ladder logic equations, edit load tracking tables, etc. 
2) Graphics Programs- This program displays and 
monitors load tracking data and allows for edit of the 
graphics layout screen. 
3) Operator Interface - This gives the operator the 
ability to initiate messages to the FMS Controller and 
make status inquiries of the material handling system. 
4) AGVS Software - This provides the basic interface 
to the AGV. Actual control of the vehicles is provided 
by  on-board controls and/or central' minicomputer. 
5) AS/RS Control - The direct control of the AS/RS 
is provided by this interface to command the loader to 
pick up and store loads. 
6) Work-In-Process Storage - The controller keeps 
track of load data throughout the FMS, Including loads on 
darts, in the AS/RS, and other storage locations. 
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5,1.4 Data Entry Units 
Separate computer terminals must be provided to the 
tool room area and the fixture stations for transfer of 
Instructions to operators in these areas. Typical 
information transmitted to the operators includes tool 
data, fixturing instructions, etc. The terminals may be 
printer type terminals or, ideally, graphics tubes. 
Providing a picture to the operators on graphics displays 
gives a more comprehensive view of the actual information 
that must be conveyed. There are many commercially 
available terminals that would suffice as long as they 
are compatible with the FMS Controller. 
64 
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5w2 Material; Handling systems 
5.2.1  AS/RS 
k    reasonable set of specifications for the storage 
system ate: 
1) Rack 
- Height - 18 ft.  ■——■---■ _.. 
- Length - 16 ft. 
- Load size - 18" x 18" x 18" 
- Max. weight - 100 lbs. 
- Length of shelf - 48" 
- Number of bays -. 2 
- Number of levels - 9   • 
- Nuaber of' shelves - 72 
- Loads per shelf - 2 
- Total: nuaber of loads - 144 
2) Stacker Crane 
- Number of cranes - 1 
- Travelling unit power - 1 hp speed - SO'/min. 
- Hoisting unit power - 1 ho speed - 30'/min. 
- Extractor unit power - 1/9 hp speed - 2'/min. 
3) Autoload unit - must interface with the AGV for 
smooth load transfer 
\ 
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4) Control System - manual ooeratlon with control 
panel: switeh ' 
5) Must provide Interface for direct control.by the 
Traffic Controller In the FMS 
s-J 
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5v2.2  AGVS 
The specifications for the AGVS are abbreviated 
since this represents a defined research area in the MTL. 
The following are the specifications for the system ( the 
relatively small vehicle size is desirable and logical 
for our purposes ) : 
1) AGVS size -24" x 48" . Height will depend upon 
Cart-on-traclc interface. 
2) Guidance system - under development 
3) Cphtrbl^system - under development 
4>^\AGVS path - as shown In layout - very easy to i>-\A
change path 
5) Turning radius - 2 ft. 
6) Travel: speed - approx. 200 ft./min. maximum! 
7) System interface - RS232C to Traffic Controller 
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5,2.3 Cart-on-track 
The   cart  system  win  have  the  following 
specifications: 
1) Track - 4 sections of 6' length with drives 
2) Transfer - 2 cars with 6' track length with drives 
3) Carts - 4 carriers 
- size - 17" x 30" x 3 3/4" 
- 200 lbs. weight capacity 
- speed - 120 ft./min. 
4) Queue stations - 5 stations 
- accuracy - plus or minus 1/16" 
5) 4 cart "spurs" required for machine interface 
6) Drive system - motor driven rotating tube with 
angular drive wheel contact 
7) Limit switch and photocells to be provided where 
required for accuracy 
8) Controls - 
One main control panel with standard operating 
devices 
One local control panel with standard operating 
devices 
4 Programmable Controllers with 20 inputs, 12 
outputs, RAM memory for 640 programmed 
instructions and standard instruction set 
One Communications Interface with one RS-232-C 
channel - communications interface will link 
the four PCs into one control loop and 
communication to the Traffic Controller will ^,be 
via the RS-232-C interface 
■ N 
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5.3 Workstations 
The workstations required to process the workplaces 
in the PMS halve the following specifications: 
5.3.1 4-axis CNCi Horizontal Machining Canter 
:W   .      :   .,   » 
1) Machine Features 
1.1) Minimum axis travel 
- X-axis - 16" 
- Y-axis -12", 
- Z-axis' - 12" 
- B-axls (rotary) - 360 at l degree increments 
1.2) Worlc capacity 
- Table size - 12" x 12" 
- Table load capacity - 500 lbs. 
1.3) Spindle ■■.•■■■ ■■■■■* 
- Drive Motor - 7.5 ho 
- Speed range - 50 -6000 rpm 
- Spindle taper - #50 ANSI v-fiange 
1.4) Axis drives 
- Motors - DC Servo-drive 
- Feed rates - .1 - 400 lpm 
- Feed thrust - 3000 lbs. 
1.5) Tool changer 
- Number of tools - 20 
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- Max. weight - 15 lbs. 
- Random selection 
1.6) Accuracy 
- Max. over full travel - olus or minus .001" 
- Repeatability - iSlus or minus .0005" \ 
1.7) Flood coolant system 
1.8) 2 pallet shuttle system controlled with m-code 
1.9) Touch-trigger electronic probe (Renishaw) with 
piclc-up interface 
1.10) Feed rate and spindle speed overrides 
1.11) Resident diagnostics 
2) Control Features 
2.1) 4-aXis servo control 
2.2) 3-axis linear and switchable plane circular 
interpolation 
2.3) User macros and canned cycles 
2.4) Integral  machine  Interface  in ladder logic 
format - \        ■
2.5) Modular  software  structure  for  upward 
'V-' 
expandability 
'.■■■. i 
2.6) Manual Data Input CMDI) 
2.7) EIA/ASCII auto-recognition of input data 
-      2.8) Non-volatile memory or battery bacKup 
2.9) Part program storage - 24K ( 200 ft. ) 
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2.10) Probing cycles  for on-board gauging and 
t   '■ 1
 »^ 
.+J~ automatic woricpiece setup 
2.11) Adaptive feedrate control 
- Spindle horsepower monitor 
- Z-axis thrust monitor  _:  
- Spindle deflection sensor 
2.12) Kutxr tool length and diameter measurement and 
offset 
2.13) Tool  life monitoring and tool breakage 
recovery 
2.14) Data communication interfaces 
- RS-232-C: serial port 
- RS<-422 asynchronous port 
- EIA1310 asynchronous protocol support 
Programmable,  communication  and  application 
-protocol 
2.15) NC Postprocessor 
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5.3.2 3-aXis CNC Vertical Machining Center 
1) Machine Features 
1.1) Minimum axis travel 
- X-axis - 16" 
- Y-axis - 12" 
- Z-axis  -  12"   full  head travel 
1.2) Worlc capacity 
- Table  size -  12"  x  12" 
- Table load capacity - 500 lbs. 
1.3) Spindle 
- Drive Motor - 7.5 hp 
- Speed range - 50 - 6000 rom 
.- Spindle taper - #50 ANSI v-flange 
1.4) Axis drives 
- Motors - DC Servo-drive 
- Feed rates - .1 - 400 lpm 
- Feed thrust - 3000 lbs. 
1.5) Tool1 changer. 
- Number of tools - 20 
- Max. weight - 15 lbs. '* 
- Random selection 
1.6) Accuracy 
- Max. over full travel - plus or minus .001" 
- Repeatability - plus or minus .0005" 
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1.7) Flood coolant system 
1.8) 2 pallet shuttle system controlled with m-code 
1.9) Touch-trigger electronic probe CRenishaw) with 
pick-up interface 
1.10) Feed rate and spindle speed overrides 
1.11) Resident diagnostics _^__ 
2) Control Features 
2.1) 3-axis servo control 
2.2) 3-axis linear  and  switchable  plane  circular 
interpolation 
2.3) User macros and canned cycles 
2.4) Integral . machine  interface  in  ladder logic 
format 
2.5) Modular  software  structure  for  upward 
expandability 
2.6) Manual Data Input (MDT)    _._■ 
2.7) EIA/A5CII auto-recognition of input data 
2;8) Non-volatile memory or battery backup 
2.9) Part program storage - 24K ( 200 ft. ) 
2.10) Probing cycles  for on-board gauging and* 
automatic worlcplece setup 
2.11) Adaptive feedrate control 
- Spindle horsepower monitor * 
7 3 
- Z-axis thrust monitor 
- Spindle deflection sensor 
2.12) Auto tool length and diameter measurement and 
offset 
2.13) Tool  life monitoring and  tool  breakage 
recovery 
2.1*4) Data' communication interfaces*** 
- RS-232-C serial port 
- RS-422 asynchronous port 
- EIA1310 asynchronous protocol support 
Programmable  communication  and  application 
protocol 
2.15) WC: Postprocessor 
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5.3.3 2-a*li CNCi Turning Center 
1) Machine Features 
1.1) Swing over bed - 18" 
- over carriage - 10" 
1.2) Slant bed design with hardened ways 
1.3) Headstack 
- Gear ranges - 2 
- Gear type - hardened and around spur 
11 
- Spindle rating - 20 hp MTHR 
- Spindle chuck size • 8" diameter 
- Spindle speed range - 40 --4000 RPH In 1 RPM 
Increments 
- Constant surface speed 
1.4) Tallstock - programmable swing away style 
- Distance between centers - 40" 
- Hydraulic gulll control - push button and CNC 
activated 
- Quill thrust - 2500 lbs. 
1.5) Carriage ( Z-axls ) 
- Programmable travel - 40" 
- Type - DC Servo . ' 
11 
Machine Tool Duty Rated 
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- Axis thrust - 3000 lbs. continuous 
- Feedrate - .1 - ISO ipm infinitely variable 
- positioning accuracy - plus or .'minus" .001 
- repeatability - plus or minus .0005 
1.6) Turret slide ( X-axis ) 
* Travel - 11" 
- Type - DC' Servo 
» ...   ..... 
- Axis Thrust - 2000 lbs. continuous 
- Feedrate - .1' - 150 infinitely variable 
-Positioning accuracy - plus or minus .001" 
- repeatability - plus or minus .0005" 
1.7) Tool: turret - bi-directional quick-change tools 
- 00 tools - 6 
- ID tools - 6 
1.8) Flood coolant system 
1.9) Chip conveyor 
1.10) Touch-trigger electronic probe (Renlshaw-type) 
1?     . 
1.11) Parts loading robot 
1.12) Automatic chucic actuation by external signal 
1.13) Feedrate and spindle speed overrides 
1.14) Resident diagnostics 
12  — 
specs in automatic flxturina section 
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2) Control Features 
2.1) 2-axls linear and circular interpolation 
2.2) Extensive thread cutting capability 
2.3) User macros and canned cycles 
2.4) Integral machine  interface  in  ladder logic 
format 
2.5) Modular  software  structure  for  upward 
expandability ~ 
2.6) Manual Pata Input (MOI) 
2.7) EIA/ASCII auto-recognition of input data 
2.8) Non-volatile memory or battery backup 
2.9) Part program storage - 24K ( 200 ft. ) 
2.10) Probing cycles  for on-board gauging and 
automatic woricpiece setup 
2.11) Adaptive feedrate control 
- Spindle horsepower tnonitor 
- Z-axis thrust monitor 
2.12) Auto tool length and diameter measurement  and 
offset 
2.13) Data communication interfaces 
- RS-232-C serial port 
- RS-422 asynchronous Dort 
- EIA1310 asynchronous Drotocol support 
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/ .. 
Programmable  communication  and  application 
protocol 
2.14) Software for robot interface 
2.15) NC Postprocessor 
7fl 
5.3.4 CNC? Coordinate Measuring Machine Station 
1) Machine Features 
1.1) Gantry type to allow for direct Inspection of 
workpieces while on the AGV 
1.2) Measuring ranges • 
- X-axis - 25" 
- r-axis - 25" 
- Z-axis - 20" 
1.3) Positioning accuracy - plus or minus .0004" 
1.4) Frictionless bearings for axis.travel 
1.5) 5-way 3-D touch trigger electronic probe 
2) Controls 
2.1) 16-bit 256KB' microcomputer control 
2.2) 10 MB' program storage 
13 
2.3) FMS Controller BUS compatibility ( UNIBUS ) 
2.4) Joystick  control  capability  for  manual 
ope fall on" 
2.5) CRT video terminal 
2.6) Line printer 
13 
trademark of DEC Corp. 
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2.7) DNC. communications interface 
3) software 
3.1) 3-0 contouring package 
3.2) NC execution package for CAD/GAM programming 
3.3) NC Postprocessor 
3.4) FMS communication software package - provides 
for processing inspection results data into acceptable 
format for transmission to the FMS Controller. 
80 
5^3.5    Vuto»ated Fixturlng Station 
1) 6-axis Robot 
1.1) Load capacity - 100 lbs. 
1.2) 6-degrees of freedom 
- 3 rotary axis fpr arm positioning 
- 3 roll wrist 
1.3) Servo-driven axis motion 
1.4) Repeatability - plus or minus .050" 
1.5) Range of arm motion 
- Horizontal sweep - 240 degrees 
- Maximum reach from centerllne - 97" 
-.Maximum vertical reach - 154" 
- pitch - 180 degrees 
- yaw - 180 degrees 
- roll - 270 degrees 
1.6) Drive system - electric preferred* hydraulic 
1.7) Multiple gripper desions 
1.8) Modular type fixturlng components designed for 
automated assembly 
1.9) QuicK-change grlpoer 
2) Control 
2.1) CNC type controller 
PI 
2.2) Maximum stored points - 1750 
2.3) Teach pendant lor programming 
2.4) Offline programming (16) 
14 
- in NC type languagetsuch as MCL) 
- requires NC Postprocessor 
15 
- CAD/CAM assisted (such as PLACE) 
2.5) DMC Interface for program loading 
2.6) Sensory capability, including vision 
2.7) Interrupt structure to handle machine loading 
priority 
14 
Manufacturing Control Language 
15 
A graphics program for verification of robot path and 
interference checking 
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5.4 Laboratory: Layout 
A layout of the machines and equipment In the MTL Is 
shown In Figure 5-1. A number of different layouts were 
developed and revised on the IBM CADAM system In the CIM 
Lab. The figure shown represents the best design of the 
lab selected from all the layouts developed on the 
CAD/CAM system. The method of revising and trying many 
different designs has provided what is believed to be the 
optimum laboratory layout . 
The layout of the lab shows two main sections, 
conventional, processes equipment in the south end and the 
FMS equipment in the north end, with an "Interface" area 
between them for special Drolects. 
The AS/RS is located next to the loading door to 
minimize the movement of shipments received. The AGVS 
path connects most of the lab equipment and provides an 
Interface to the conventional machine tools to 
demonstrate  manual  workstat Ions  in  the   system. 
Conventional! machines are located near , walls where 
possible to provide better access for new equipment 
location. 
The FMS control room.should have large windows so 
that the system—operator may view the FMS operation from 
this room. The main part of the FMS is located directly 
in front of this room for the same reason.  Also, the CIM 
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Lab on the second "floor will have large windows looking 
down into the MTL and will also provide a good view of 
the FMS when in operation. 
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t H ■■ 5.5 System Operation 
The following Is a brief description of the 
operation of the FMS in the MTL. The fixturing operation 
is performed manually in this case. 
The system manager enters the production 
requirements for workpieces thNst are to be manufactured 
In a time period—«probablv a few ijours for this system 
).   The FMSr software then develop* an optimum schedule 
arid "parts routings. This data is then downloaded to the 
\. 
next  ley«l  controllers.     FlxturiNig  and tool! ng 
requirements for this lot of parts is al$o determined, 
formatted,  and distributed to the DEU's at the fixturing 
/ • '  \ /station and tool room, \ 
The DNC Controller retrieves the necessary part 
■■'•■'• . v, \ 
programs required and downloads them to the respective 
CNC's.  The Traffic Controller processes the routing data 
V 
i-nto ladder logic format that is required to control the 
handling systems. This data is downloaded to the 
separate local controls at the individual zones in the 
handling system in proper sequence for scheduled control. 
The AS/RS retrieves the necessary pallet,( if one is 
not available on the ftrtvs) retrieves the required raw 
material and fixture tooling and delivers it to the 
manual fixturing station. When fixturing is completed 
the operator enters this message  to  the  Traffic 
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Controller so that the next part in the schedule is 
readied for staging into the system. 
The flxtured part is transnorted on the AGV to its 
destination (usually the cart). The AGV stops at the 
proper location, signals its presence to the local cart 
control, and transfer is initiated. When the pallet 
transfer is complete, the eart control directs the load 
to the proper machining station and signals its position 
a's- ready. The pallet is shuttled off the cart onto 
either the pallet shuttles on the machining centers or 
the buffer area of the turning center. 
At the machining center stations, the CNC is 
signalled by the cart control that a load is in position 
for transfer into the machine's workspace. The CNC will 
then initiate the pallet shuttle when it requests another 
worlcplece for processing. 'When part transfer is 
complete, the CNC will start the pjfoper program for that 
particular 'part. During this time, the next part to be 
processed at this station is brought into position by the 
cart control and transferred to the ready position on the 
pallet shuttle. This procedure is repeated for all 
workpieces scheduled for these stations. 
The procedure at the turning station is somewhat 
different. Pallets delivered to this station usually 
will  have  multiple  workoleces positioned accurately on 
9 7 
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them by the fixturing operator. Once transferred onto 
the buffer platform, the robot and CNC are signalled that 
parts are in position. Upon command from the CNC, the 
robot will execute the proper, loading program to pick the 
first part off the pallet, transport it into position at 
the chuclc, and signal the CMC that a part is in position 
for chucking. The CNC executes the chucking command and 
starts the machining cycle. When complete, the CNC 
signals the robot that unload is1 required. The robot 
selects the proper unload program, executes it, selects 
the next load program and initiates that loading routine. 
This sequence is continued until the robot has loaded the 
last part. At this time, the local cart control is 
signalled by the robot that Dallet unload is required. 
The next available cart is brought to the buffer position 
and the pallet is transferred onto the cart and brought 
to its next destination. In all cases, the robot is 
interrupted from Its current routine to service the 
turning center upon Its request. 
In most cases, the final operation for each 
workpiece is inspection. The cart will transport the 
finished workpiece to an AGVS Interface point. The next 
availableftGV comes to this point, is located, and 
signals its position as readv. Tne local cart control 
will  initiate  the  pallet  transfer  onto the RGV.  The 
8fi 
vehicle will go to the-CMM, position itself under the 
gantry, and signal its presence. The CNC at the CMM will 
then perform the proper inspection routine, generate the 
report, and upload this information to the FMS host. The 
AGV is then directed bv the Traffic Controller to 
transport the inspected part back to the fixturing 
station for unload. The operator enters the part 
unloaded command on the DFT? and the finished parts are 
put on the AS/RS load platform for storage. The AS/RS 
puts the part into an available compartment and sends the 
part ID and its address to the Traffic Controller for 
inventory update. 
All parts are processed through the FMS in this way. 
Further extensions of the system will include automated 
assembly functions, possibly in the Robotics Lab, in 
which case parts required for assembly will be brought 
out of storage and transported to the Assembly Station in 
much the same manner. 
During system operation, the control units are in 
constant communication with one another. The FMS 
Controller is updated on system status, Inspection 
results, and further production requirements by the 
system manager and the host computer. Schedules are 
updated, simulated, and oDtimized frequently. The 
Traffic Controller is constantly updating load positions 
and inventories, and develops transport routing to adjust 
to the current status of components in the total handling 
network. The DNC Controller must Keep the proper NC 
programs at the respective CMC's for the parts that are 
to oe 'machined in- the next production cycle. This 
dynamic system presents the most efficient and cost 
effective manufacturing method for small and medium size 
part batches. . .. 
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6. Implementation Strategy 
The FMS in the MTL previously described represents a 
major investment (..not only in ohyslcal resources, but in 
development time and effort by those individuals involved 
in this endeavor. UhliVre large FMS builders, the 
Industrial Engineering Department has a limited amount of 
human resources to dedicate to this project. Therefore, 
implementation of the FMS is going to be an evolutionary 
process over many years. In fact, the implementation of 
the entire Manufacturing Technology Lab will be a similar 
evolutionary process. 
The installation of typical a FMS involves a phased 
implementation scheme. It is necessary to install and 
debug components of these systems a few at a time in 
building blffcK fashion. This method of phased 
implementation will also be followed for th^ FMS in the 
MTL. This thesis has developed the project to the stage 
of equipment acquisition^——~ »rr orderly plan for 
implementing the system from this point to final system 
debug follows. It Is expected that, since the facility 
is in a university environment and research is a main use 
for the facilities, development of the system will always 
be ah ongoing activity and that final system operation 
will talce place only in the far distant future. 
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6.1 Machine Tool! Installation 
The first step will be installation and debug of the 
machining centers and the turning center. Machines must 
be set on their foundations, wired and connected to 
utilities. Machine operation and maintenance will 
require training and practice. Tt is Important that the 
machines be operating correctly before proceeding with 
the next step in the project to avoid problems later that 
might be harder to troubleshoot. 
Automatic machine functions should be tested for 
proper stand-alone, unmanned operation. Use of the 
spindle probe should be mastered . so that automatic 
workpiece setup and Inspection functions can be properly 
programmed and.executed. The automatic tool changing, 
offsetting, and measurement functions must be operable 
and dependable. The adaptive control feature should be 
--■"■■ .. <i 
checked and tested to see that the machine performs at 
optimum conditions and that it regulates Itself to avoid 
catastrophic failures. The data for the adaptive control 
functions must be gathered hy sampling the machine's 
conditions at various settings and the programming 
required for setting adaptively controlled cutting rates 
must be mastered. 
<*? 
6.2 NC Programming and DNC 
'with machines In place and operable, the next step 
will bethe programming task. The programming systems 
should be installed close to the machines ( in the 
control room in the lab ). Those individuals who will be 
responsible for programming and teaching such will need 
instructions and much trial and error will be spent in 
running programs. It Is envisioned that, to become 
efficient In NC\programming on the machines* it will take 
considerable time. 
Also at this time, programming on the CAD/CAM 
systems In the CIM Lab should be Implemented and the 
physical link: from the system to the DNC computer, 
installed .  This effort mlaht involve the addition of 
r 
some necessary software on the system including more 
extensive NC packagesC .3-n contouring, etc. ) and 
postprocessors for the Individual machines. 
It is logical that the DNC system be Implemented at 
this time for program storage and distribution. This 
will Involve installation of the DNC computer and wiring 
the data lines from the output ports on the computer to 
the DNC interface ports on the CNC's. Operation of the 
DNC system should be made relatively easy. This might 
take addition software development. Also, collecting 
status data from the CMC's and processing At    into. 
<>3 
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management type format should be executed. 
6.3 Automatic Machine Loading 
The next step In develoDment is ungrading the 
machines to the machining cell level by addition of the 
machine loading devices. In the case of the machining 
centers, the pallet shuttle might be an integral part of 
the machine and Integration will reguire only a modest 
effort. Operation of the shuttles should be accomplished 
by utilizing the miscellaneous.function capacity of the 
CNC and shuttle activation will be handled in the NC 
programming. 
Integrating the robot with the turning center will 
reguire considerable effort. The robot must be installed 
and debugged, and programming techniques must be 
mastered. The turning center control and robot control 
must be linked through an available communication portso 
that signals may be passed between the machines and their 
operation may be coordinated. A variety of workpieces 
should be programmed for robot load and machining to test 
the operation of the cell. 
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6.4 Traffic Cbntrol and Handlers 
With the workstations functioning as seperate cells, 
the next step in system implementation is integration of 
the material handling systems. 
The cart-on-track system should now be installed to 
link the two machining centers and the turning center. 
The cart "spurs" and buffer must be designed, fabricated 
ahd/br installed according to the particulars of the 
pallet shuttles and the carts. The cart system control 
should be tested and various routings be performed to 
insure that the system is properly positioning the carts 
to the Interface areas. The cart controls should then be 
extended to the robot and shuttle mechanisms so that the 
"in-position"[signals are transferred to the part load 
apparatus . for \ execution of the workoiece load function. 
This completes tne cart svstem/machine tool interface. 
The AGVS rout^e should now be installed to connect 
the various lab features and support areas ( Robotics Lab 
and tool room ). The AGVS/cart system interface must be 
addressed. T^his involves installation of the locating 
and shuttling devices, and connection of the output 
signals to the controller for system coordination. Once 
the interface has been made, various loads should be 
transferred between the two handlers and tracked to 
insure  that the  global ' to local material handling 
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interface has been accomplished. 
The Traffic Controller must be installed and wired 
to the cart PC's, the AGVS control and the AS/RS control 
mechanism. This is necessary to enable tracking loavds 
and controlling load transfers between the different 
handlers. A number of load transfers and routings should 
be performed to verify that the total material handling 
function is complete. 
Concurrent to the above work:, the AS/RS may be 
installed and tested. It is suggested that the storage 
capabilities of this system be taken advantage of as soon 
as1 possible to" alleviate the Droblems connected with 
conventional storage methods. The physical link of the 
Xs/RS with the AGVS will take considerable development to 
accomplished the auto-load function. A conveyor type 
mechanism must be designed and installed to complete the 
linking of the two systems. Also, the communications 
link to the Traffic Controller must be made and tested to 
insure that the inventory recording and retrieval 
functions operate properly. This completes the 
installation of the physical FMS components. The central 
computer link is the onlv remaining step in maJcing our 
automated factory a reality. 
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6.5 FMS Central Control 
The FMS- computer, after Installation In the control 
room, must be wired to the DNC and Traffic Controllers, 
the tool room and fixturincrstation DEU's, and to the 
CAD/CAM host. The various software packages should be 
loaded, customized and editted, debugged,and tested one 
at a time to insure proner operation. The software 
development required at this stage will be* quite 
extensive and time consuming. The separate functions 
performed by the FMS Controller should be tested 
separately with the physical devices that are controlled 
to insure that the individual interfaces in the system 
are operable before the total system is tested. Various 
production requirements entered via the system manager 
computer should be scheduled by the FMS computer and then 
trial runs of the machinina system be performed. 
6.6 Automated Inspection 
The installation and operation of the CMM may be 
implemented during earlier phases of the project. CMM 
inspection programs should be written for various 
worlcpieces and run, and inspection reports be checked to 
insure proper formats are produced. 
The integration of the CMM station in the FMS will 
logically be the last phase of system implementation. 
■•.. .♦    ■ <n 
The software required in the FMS Controller to handle 
automatic tool compensation must be tested before it is 
applied in the FMS. Development of this technology is 
only in its early stages- and extensive research in this 
area is required to make this function a reality. 
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7. Areas of' Future Development 
The following lists are areas for future development 
and potential research in manufacturing related fields 
that might be addressed in the Manufacturing Technology 
Laboratory: 
7.1 Tooling and Fixturing 
- Generic, modular tvoe fixturing, v, 
- Fixturing designed for automated assembly 
- Mew tooling material research 
7.2 FMS' Control* 
- hierarchical controls for flexibilty 
- Improved interfaces of controls 
- System communication networking 
Generalized  system  software  for  ease of 
implementation 
Improved computer aided process planning  to 
s 
automate the planning function 
- Simulation techniques for system design 
- Simulation of FMS operation for optimum scheduling 
\ 
and function ,; 
- CAD/CAM integration in manufacturing systems 
Techniques  for automatic generation of control 
software  for  a FMS design based on  given  design 
specifications 
\ 
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7.3 Machine Cbntrols 
Automation of machine setup,  monitoring and 
operation 
Improved adaptive controls  through  improved 
sensing devices and control methods 
-Programming techniques - machine level and CAD/CAM 
- Tool wear sensing and changing 
7.4Inspection 
- non-contact inspection techniques 
- In-process gaging 
link: to machine controls  for  "deterministic 
metrology" techniques 
7.5 Material Handling 
- improve flexibllty  through  guidance  system 
advancements 
- interfacing with machine and processing equipment 
- Improved control systems 
7.6 Robotic* 
- Sensory devices includina tactile, vision, etc. 
- Error recovery techniques 
- Offline programming methods including CAD/CAM 
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8. Sunaaty 
These plans for the Manufacturing Technology 
Laboratory at Lehigh University are the result of 
extensive research into the current state-of-the-art in 
manufacturing and assessment of the trends of the future 
in this rapidly changing field. The plan is intended to 
be as comprehensive as possible. Details of the lab will 
be developed on ah on-going basis as acquisition and 
installation of the equipment takes place. 
The development of this facility represents a major 
effort to provide the engineers of today and the future 
ah excellent environment to advance the technology in 
manufacturing and re'-establish American prominence in 
r- . . . V 
these important industries. Implementation of the lab 
requires dedication of vast resources and much hard work. 
The result will be one of the most advanced educational 
and research facilities in manufacturing technology in 
the country. 
V 
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